
Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
You never want to give your customer an easy out from the cart - especially in such a prime location.  Instead lets reassure them of how awesome this service is with the service seal.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
I think an important test for this page would be a simple restructuring of content.  Please see the attached wireframe for a visual (page 2 of this PDF.)  Right now the cart is buried under content - making your customer dig to find it.  A side by side view (supporting content vs. cart elements) makes it much clearer to the customer what the next step is, while reassuring them of WHY they are putting in their financial information. 

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
One last comment about this layout redesign - you will need the coders to control the responsive layout on this page.  If you set it up by default in Bootstrap, the cart boxes will fall below ALL the content (which is bad.)  You need to make sure it populates in-between the "Let MyLife help protect..." box and the "Trusted by 55 Million..." box.

Liz Shaules
Rectangle
This is the "Hero" Content section I will be discussing.  Because of its position on the page, this is the most critical section for pushing the sale.  The organization of the content is decent - but what it's saying isn't nearly punchy enough to push a sale.  A copywriter (or if I could invest a few hours into the project) could do better than I, but the general messaging changes I'm suggesting are solid.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
I'm not sure if this graphic is meant to be a mobile phone or an ID card - but either way you could easily jazz this up.  This spot should be visual eye candy to get the customer in!  Even if you don't want to go as far as using real life stock photography, you could polish the flat design of it with something like: http://nichegraphics.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/bc2.jpg

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Change headline to something more action oriented - give them *motivation to read further*: "Protect your Career, Finances, and Personal Life"

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Sometimes less is more - you don't need both "It could affect..." and "Let MyLife Help..."  Customers don't want to read fluff - so lets trim down so we can get more above the fold!  Instead, go with a more action oriented version: "Subscribe now to review & correct your background report with MyLife:"

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
One last idea, if you decide not to change the layout of the page, would be to include an arrow pointing directly to the cart boxes - to make it clear what the next step is.

Liz Shaules
Rectangle
This is the Financial Box area I will be discussing.  The layout is solid, but nothing really sparkles about the offer here.  We have to make the customer feel special - or at least add value visually to the offer in order to entice them in.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
This copy is solid - but is a bit wordy.  Honestly after the first three words I just stopped reading (especially with the capitalization - title case is hard on the eye to read.)  Lets punch it up with just "Select your MyLife Plan"

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
I love that you are dropping in a ribbon here - it really helps.  It could stand from a simple redesign to help it stand out more.  Right now its whispering "Best Value," when we could be strongly suggesting "Best Value."  It could be as simple as a color change.  I noticed that there really isn't a strong contrasting color for the MyLife style guide.  You have Green for a lot of text and backgrounds, blue for links, and orange for CTAs - but having a color designated for bursts can help the marketing message stand out.  This goes for the "Best Value Save 67%" line as well.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Let's insert premium here: "Premium 12-Month Membership"

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
This may be more of a personal suggestion - but having the "Select" and "CC Info" boxes separate really breaks up the order process for me.  Its a visual pause, when you REALLY don't want to disrupt the customer.  I would join these visually to make it one easy step.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Again, this is a little wordy...and scary to a customer!  Lets try just calling it something simple like "Billing Info."

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Do you have to say "Automatic Renewal Terms" specifically?  Could you get away with "Terms and Conditions"?  It varies by legal department, but this could be scaring off customers.  Maybe you could brainstorm with legal for other names to call it?

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
As Emeril would say - let's "Kick it up a notch!"  This button could do so much more for the customer.  1) The color doesn't match the brand guides that I can see on other pages (its faded...almost like it's disabled.) 2) The CTA copy is hard to read (the combination of white on light orange is hard to read - either darken the orange or bold the text.  Also, keep in mind that the longer the text block, the harder all caps is to read.)  3) There are a lot of text iterations you could play with here ("Protect my Information," "Unlock my Background Report," or even a simple "Complete Order."

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
My previous employer, LoanMart, did most of its marketing by phone as well.  It might be a fun test to turn this block into a modal box, accessed by clicking "Prefer to subscribe by phone?" and placing it near the top of the "Enter Your Credit Card Information" box.

Liz Shaules
Rectangle
These are the trust elements I will be focusing on.  You have the right idea with what belongs on the page - it just needs a little flare to it.  Right now its just a block of text.  Let's visually break this up into interesting tidbits the customer will be interested in looking at.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
I like this headline a lot.  The supporting information (the 2 bullets) falls flat, undermining its credibility, though.  One possibility is to combine those two bullets with the "Keeping members happy for 12 years!" section.  Or maybe just brainstorming another bullet or two.  Secondly, while you don't want this section to distract from the credit card information, you do want to dress up the typography.  A polished outwards appearance lends to the credibility of the product.  This says home grown operation rather than trusted, security company.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
This is a really powerful quote.  You could always test shortening this quote (drop the first sentence), other quotes, or having a carousel of different quotes, but I think simply dressing this quote up will make all the difference.  Like in my previous comment - polished typography will really help with the credibility of the product.  Two ideas: 1) wrap the quote in its own colored "quote bubble" box and 2) drop the circle avatar or pump up her image (ie. https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/03/7e/3a/037e3afcf23ad5ac684987e159c515bd.jpg) - right now its eating up way more space than its doing good.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Again, right idea - it just needs some tightening up.  I would lay this section out closer to this: http://www.sportsmansguide.com/Images/CustomerService/customer_service_guarantee_spiff_326x244.jpg - Right now the side by side layout is a little boring, and could get missed by the customer.  Using a seal with another color (besides green) will really get noticed, hence its body copy might get read, reassuring the customer into making the purchase.

Liz Shaules
Sticky Note
Tighten this up.  Make it smaller (since it should read as a caption) and abbreviate: M - F: 6AM - 7PM PST.  

Liz Shaules
Rectangle
This is really an awesome list of logos!  Unfortunately this slot is totally getting missed by customers.  I would try a test that swaps out the bullets under "Trusted by 55..." or the Testimonial quote with this "Featured on" section.
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